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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
Introduction 

 
In 2006, Ecotrust commissioned the Institute of Social and Economic Research (ISER) at the 
University of Alaska Anchorage to conduct a study on land managers’ perceptions of salmon 
habitat management in the Copper River Watershed (CRW).  ISER interviewed 20 managers 
from 10 organizations representing Federal agencies (BLM, USACE, USFS, USFWS), State of 
Alaska agencies (ADFG, DEC, DNR) and Alaska Native Corporations (AHTNA, EYAK). 
 
The study was conducted to examine managers’ perceptions about the current status of 
watershed management with regard to health of salmon populations.  By interviewing resource 
managers, the research was conducted to determine threats to salmon habitat and to expose the 
most vulnerable geographic areas of the watershed, examine potential goals for long-term 
management, isolate the identities of key individuals who can influence the success of long-term 
management and enforcement of regulations, ascertain possible changes that could be made to 
current management plans, and identify the most effective political tools for effective 
management of salmon habitat within the watershed.     
 

The research was conducted to answer the following questions: 

1. What are the economic, political and social impediments to the immediate and long-term 
effective management of wild salmon and their habitat from the perspective of fishery 
managers?   

2. How can these impediments be mitigated in the future? 
 
Methods employed included one hour structured interviews with managers in person or on the 
phone.  Interviews were digitally recorded, transcribed and coded using qualitative data 
management software.  Queries on coded material produced the following foci for summarizing 
interview responses to answer the research questions: 
 

• Impacts of Land Use Activities and Associated Threats 
• Protection of Salmon Habitat Under Federal and State Statutes 
• Land Tenure and Organizational Values 
• Trends, Partnerships, and Suggested Improvements in Salmon Habitat Management 
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Impacts of Land Use Activities and Associated Threats 
 
Managers reported the following as the most frequently addressed land use activities within the 
duties of their positions:  Bank Stabilization, Commercial Recreation, Outdoor Recreational 
Vehicle Use, and Material Gravel. 
 
Managers report that on average, the following land use activities pose a moderate threat to 
salmon habitat within the watershed:  Commercial Recreation, Culverts, Mining (Commercial), 
Outdoor Recreational Vehicle Use, and Riparian Development.   
 
Managers cite the following areas where salmon habitat is most threatened:  Gulkana (most 
responses), Tazlina, Klutina, Nelchina, Copper Center, Mentasta, Chistochina, and the Copper 
River Delta.  On average, managers correlate road access with threatened areas. 
 

 
Protection of Salmon Habitat Under Federal and State Statutes 

 
When given lists of federal and state statutes in order to identify their effectiveness in protecting 
salmon habitat, managers note that the federal statutes they work most closely with have little or 
no bearing on the protection of salmon habitat.  On average, managers perceived state statutes to 
be benign or adequate in protecting salmon habitat but as an individual organization, the BLM 
views state statutes as minimally effective.  The Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation 
Act (ANILCA) of 1980 and the Alaska Land Transfer Acceleration Act of 2003 were not 
included in the list provided to managers but the mandates of these acts were mentioned in many 
interviews in the context of: how ANILCA protects lands in the national interest and for Alaska 
Natives over the interests of the State of Alaska and in the management issues associated with 
the impending conveyance of state and Alaska Native selected federal lands in 2009.  Also 
mentioned were specific problems associated with the Clean Water Act, Forest Practices Act, 
and the State of Alaska’s permitting process.     
 

Land Tenure and Organizational Values 
 
Within this research, “land tenure” is used as a broad social definition of control over land 
resources through agency jurisdiction, as an Alaska Native corporation investment, or as private 
holdings.  Manager interviews suggested “organizational values” influence how land and 
subsequently, salmon habitat, is managed.  Interviews suggest different goals for each type of 
organization: 
 

• Federal Agencies:  protect national resources and Alaska Native rights 
• State Agencies:  uphold the Alaska Constitution in resident access to resources and in 

managing resources on a sustained yield principle 
• Alaska Native Corporations: engage in sustainable development for their shareholders 

 
This report identifies the 2009 conveyance of state and Alaska Native selected lands under the 
Alaska Land Transfer Acceleration Act of 2003 as a central issue to the protection of salmon 
habitat in the Copper River Watershed.  Many of the threatened areas as identified above 
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coincide with state and Alaska Native selected lands and over-selected lands under ANILCA.  Of 
primary concern are state selected lands in the Gulkana region, the area identified by the majority 
of managers as most threatened.  Federal and Alaska Native agencies charge the State of Alaska 
with laxity in enforcement of regulations.  Whereas the federal agencies have the responsibility 
of protecting Alaska Native rights and providing an audience for AK Native concerns, the state 
has a responsibility to all of its residents in providing access to resources.  The state maintains 
that it manages its resources on a sustained yield basis.  However, most importantly, state 
managers also acknowledge that State of Alaska agencies are not funded adequately to address 
the threats to salmon habitat within the CRW. 
 

Trends, Partnerships, and Suggested Improvements in Salmon Habitat Management 
 
Trends 
 
Manager identification of positive and negative trends in salmon habitat management varied by 
organization.  The most important and noticeable trend to many managers is the increasing 
amount of users of Copper River natural resources.   
 
Partnerships 
 
Most of the organizations cited relationships with villages, tribes, and non-profit organizations in 
working on salmon habitat issues.  The Eyak Corporation has no reported partnerships with the 
other organizations included in this study. Managers cited inter-organization partnerships 
between the following organizations: 
 
BLM and NPS 
BLM and DNR 
BLM and AHTNA 
 
NPS and USFS 
NPS and ADFG 
 
USACE and AHTNA 
 
 
USFS and NPS 
USFS and ADFG 
USFS and USFWS 
 
USFWS and AHTNA 
 
The research demonstrates that productive partnerships on CRW issues are lacking between 
federal and state agencies and many informants cited this as an area of potential improvement in 
more effectively managing salmon habitat. 
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Improvements  
 
Managers suggested improvements in salmon habitat management should be made in the areas 
of: 
 

• Taking a proactive/precautionary stance in protecting salmon habitat 
• Strengthening inter-organization partnerships and collaboration 
• Engaging in more public education 
• Increasing enforcement of regulations 
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I.  PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS

 
This study identified three categories of organizations in Alaska that control its lands and salmon 
habitat: Federal agencies, Alaska State agencies, and Alaska Native Corporations.  Within each 
category, land managers from the following organizations were interviewed: 
 
Federal Agencies
 

1. Bureau of Land Management  (BLM) 
2. National Park Service  (NPS) 
3. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers  (USACE) 
4. U.S. Forest Service  (USFS) 
5. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service  (USFWS) 

 
State Agencies
 

1. Alaska Department of Fish and Game  (ADFG) 
2. Department of Environmental Conservation  (DEC) 
3. Department of Natural Resources  (DNR) 
 

Alaska Native Corporations 
 

1. Ahtna, Inc. 
2. Eyak Corporation 

 
      Table I-1.  Number of Interviews Within Participating Organizations 

 
Org Type Org #Informants

BLM 8
Federal NPS 1

Agencies USACE 1
USFS 2

USFWS 1
State ADFG 1

Agencies DEC 1
DNR 3

AK Native AHTNA 1
Corp EYAK 1  

 
 
The research team identified 20 managers to participate in the study.  The BLM was more 
heavily represented than other agencies as it has more land/habitat management positions in the 
CRW than the other organizations.  Table I-2 shows which departments of each organization was 
contacted as well as the positions of land managers interviewed.  
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Table I-2.  Organization Departments Contacted 

BLM: Glenallen Field Office

Natural Resources Specialist
Planner

Outdoor Recreation Planner (3)
Wildlife Management
Fisheries Management

Subsistence Coordinator
Public Affairs Specialist

Bureau Chief of Recreation

NPS: Wrangell-St. Elias Park and Preserve

Chief of Natural and Cultural Resources

USACE: Department of the Army, Anchorage

Biologist

USFS: Cordova Ranger District, Chugach Nat'l Forest

District Ranger
Wildlife Biologist Program Manager

USFWS: Anchorage Field Office

Fish and Wildlife Biologist

ADFG: Commercial Fisheries Division, Cordova

Fisheries Biologist

DEC: Division of Water, Non-Point Source Program

Environmental Program Manager

DNR: Office of Habitat and Permitting

Area Manager
Habitat Biologist

Natural Resource Manager

AHTNA

Vice President of Land and Resources

EYAK

Lands Manager
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II.  METHODS
 

 
The research team completed 6 tasks in employing their methodology to answer the research 
questions: 
 
 
1.  Institutional Review Board Process and Identification of Managers 
2.  Development of Interview Protocol 
3.  Structured Interviews with Managers 
4.  Transcription and Analysis 
5.  Reporting 
 
 
 

Institutional Review Board Process and Identification of Managers 
 
In the initial stage of the project, the project director submitted a research plan to UAA’s 
Institutional Review Board.  The project included acquiring written permission from each 
manager and full disclosure of project objectives.  Ecotrust staff assisted in identifying a 
preliminary list of managers to be contacted.  Once initial contact was made with a particular 
organization, the project team followed referrals to connect with the appropriate, knowledgeable  
representatives. 
 

Development of Interview Protocol 
 
The interview protocol was designed after reviewing the “Copper River Basin, Land 
Management Policy and Regulations Review”, conducted by Cevin Gilleland and prepared for 
Ecotrust.1  The documents in this review provided the project director with a background in the 
key issues, organizations, and lists of statutes pertinent to salmon habitat management in the 
Copper River watershed.  The interview protocol was reviewed by Ken Roberson, retired ADFG 
biologist and expert in Copper River ecosystem issues.   
 

Structured Interviews with Managers 
 
Identified managers were first contacted by mail with a letter of introduction and a permission 
form to conduct the interview.  Letters were followed up with phone calls to arrange interviews.  
The majority of the interviews were conducted in person with the informant in his/her office.  
When it was not possible to meet in-person, interviews were conducted by phone.  All the 
interviews were digitally recorded.   
 

 
 

                                                 
1 Gilleland, C.  2004.  Copper River Basin, Land Management Policy and Regulations Review.  Prepared for 
Ecotrust. 
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Transcription and Analysis 

 
All interviews were transcribed verbatim and coded with qualitative data management software 
for thematic content. Reports were generated on key codes which included: 
 

• Threats to Salmon Habitat 
• Threatened Areas 
• Land Tenure 
• Organizational Values 
• Trends in Salmon Habitat Management in the CRW 
• Organization Partnerships in Salmon Habitat Management in the CRW 
• Suggested Improvements for More Effective Salmon Habitat Management in the CRW 

 
 

Reporting and Publications 
 
The project director prepared this report for Ecotrust.  The project team prepared a poster on the 
research for the AYK Sustainable Salmon Symposium in February 2007.  The project director 
will present project findings with a Powerpoint presentation at the Copper River Salmon 
Workshop in 2007.  Dr. Lowe and Ms. Wilson will also submit an article on the topic to the peer-
reviewed journal, Polar Geography, in March 2007. 
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III.  LAND USE ACTIVITIES
 
 

Organizational Involvement in Land Use Activities 
 

Overall Manager Involvement in Land Use Activities
 
Managers were first asked to examine a list of land use activities (see Appendix A) that was 
generated by examination of Gilleland 2004 reports prepared for Ecotrust.  Managers identified 
which activities they address within the duties of their positions.  They then were then asked to 
identify those activities that they address most frequently.  The most frequently cited land use 
activities identified by managers were: 
 

1. Bank Stabilization 
2. Commercial Recreation 
3. Material Gravel  
4. Outdoor Recreational Vehicle Use 

 
 
 
Land Use Activity Involvement by Organizational Category
 
 
Table IV-1 shows which land use activities are addressed most frequently by managers in each 
organization.   
 

Table III-1  Land Use Activities Managers Most Frequently Address 
 

Federal Managers State Managers AK Native Corp Managers

Bank Stabilization Bank Stabilization Commercial Industrial Develop
Bridges Commercial Industrial Develop Commercial Recreation
Commercial Recreation Commercial Recreation
Outdoor Recreational Vehicle Use Culverts

Material Gravel
Mining
Riparian Development
Water Use  
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Manager Evaluation of Impacts of Land Use Activities 
 

After identifying those land use activities most frequently addressed within the duties of their 
positions, managers were then asked to provide a numerical rating of these activities and 
potential threats to salmon habitat associated with them.  The rating scale was defined as follows: 
For each activity, the threat to salmon habitat is: 1=No threat  2=Minimal threat  3=Moderate 
threat  4=High threat  5=Extremely high threat 
 

Table III-2. Average Rating of Threats to Copper River Salmon Habitat by Organization 
 

Bank 
Stabilization Bridges

Commercial 
Industrial 
Develop

Commercial 
Recreation Culverts

Material 
Gravel

Mining 
(Comm) Mining (Rec)

Outdoor 
Recreational 
Vehicle Use

Riparian 
Develop Water Use

BLM* 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 4 3 1
NPS 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
USACE 2 0 3 3 3 2 3 2 4 3 2
USFS* 3 3 2 2 3 3 4 2 4 3 2
USFWS 3 2 0 3 5 0 4 3 4 4 0
ADFG 3 4 2 2 4 2 2 1 3 5 4
DEC 2 1 1 1 3 2 1 1 3 2 1
DNR* 2 2 2 2 3 1 4 3 3 2 2
AHTNA 1 1 3 4 1 1 2 2 4 1 1
EYAK 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Avg Score 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 2  

 
 

Figure III-1.  Average Rating of Threats to Copper River Salmon Habitat by All Managers 
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These results suggest that on average, Copper River managers think the following land use 
activities pose a moderate threat to salmon habitat within the watershed: 

 
1. Commercial Recreation 
2. Culverts 
3. Mining (Commercial) 
4. Outdoor Recreational Vehicle Use 
5. Riparian Development  

  
 

Land Use Activities as Threats to Salmon Habitat 
 
 
COMMERCIAL RECREATION
 
Most informants commented on the increasing numbers of recreational users in the watershed for 
sport and guided fishing as well as personal use and subsistence.  Informants overwhelmingly 
identified the salmon habitat of the Gulkana region as threatened by this increasing use, but also 
express concern about the Klutina area as well.   
 
BLM: 
 
I see from personal experience, not so much as right within the district—well there’s a couple: 
there’s one on the Gulkana, the Richardson Bridge there that crosses the Gulkana? The state or 
whoever has a parking lot there that RVs pull into around June and through July when the 
fishing is—there’s just no structure to it, there’s outhouses, there’s a dumpster, but there’s no— 
it’s not a campground per say, so it’s just kind of sprawl, I call it the ghetto those times of the 
year, and I just see the potential for somebody to empty out their gray water there and it flows 
right into the Gulkana there.  And also the natives pull their water from across the river there. 
Another thing I’ve seen this year—private property—I think it’s in conjunction with the Princess 
Lodge there by the Klutina? I’ve noticed a rafting group called Nova Rafting I think, used to be 
River Wranglers but Nova bought them out. And they have a piece of private property that they 
leased this year and the road was out so what they were doing to keep business going is having 
people fish for reds…in a right of way, by the bridge there? They would lock them down there 
and then fish and I just hate to see the Klutina end up like the Gulkana as far as people knowing 
about it and exploiting it. There’s certain times of year where you can go down to the Klutina 
and not expect a crowd, but it seems like this year, especially in that spot by the bridge—And 
they didn’t know what necessarily know what they were doing—and I see the potential for impact 
of a commercial operation trying to put as many people down that river even though they’re 
rafting, you know a day. And these people are inexperienced rafters and well they have a guide, 
but still that’s—there’s a lot more people on the river and with more people you get more 
impacts and they might not just be on the ground impact, they may be social impacts to that area 
and I guess that kind of disturbs me on the personal note. 
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CULVERTS
 
Some informants stress the need for continual maintenance of culverts as a high priority in 
protecting salmon habitat.   
 
NPS: 
 
If there’s anything that I would have some concern about it would be culverts that may 
eventually change channel conditions or down cutting or whatever that culverts that may block 
salmon migration. If I looked at one existing problem that I would have to be concerned about, it 
would just be in general that culverts throughout the basin over time, if they’re not properly 
maintained, they may interrupt salmon migration. 
 
DNR: 
 
Maintaining connectivity in the watershed and in the tributary systems where culverts are 
typically put is a very very high concern ‘cause that is where the preponderance of the rearing 
habitat occurs? And basically we could eliminate ninety percent of the rearing within the 
watershed if we don’t pay attention to culverts. Culvert maintenance is going to be one of them. 
They maybe put in correctly to start with but because of flood conditions they may be damaged. 
That requires ongoing and continuous monitoring and then corrective action is appropriate. I 
focus on that just simply because it has the highest potential for severely limiting available 
rearing habitat. 
 
 
ADFG: 
 
And culverts are rated as a four also and that’s because just from culvert surveys and DNR had 
done and that I’ve done, there’s lot’s of perched culverts which cut off spawning, having 
available spawning habitat to salmonids. 
 
 
MINING (COMMERCIAL)
 
Informants noted that although there is no commercial mining in the CRW presently, most many 
expressed concern that mining development could pose a potential risk to salmon habitat.  
 
BLM: 

 
Informant:  We have potential for large commercial mining development up along the Denali 
Highway. If you look on your map of watersheds, those are outside of what’s considered the 
Copper River Watershed. So there’s not any large scale mining or even small scale mining 
activities that occur on BLM managed lands within here. And that of course, in my opinion 
would be the biggest threat to fisheries habitat. 
 
Interviewer:  But it, do you think it’s on the horizon like there is potential for people to do? 
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Informant:  I don’t…No, we’ve gone through a large scale east Alaska resource management 
plan for our district? And we are given by the minerals division of federal government here in 
the state a perspective on what they see as potential for development in different areas and this 
area is considered really well potential. And it’s more to the north where you get towards the 
Alaska Range for mining and well mining in particular is a greater potential. And as far as oil 
and gas potential, this area is really low. And we’ve seen a few places where like Ahtna 
Corporation is trying to find and develop, but it’s not proving at all successful, so what the 
Minerals Management service has predicted isn’t coming true, that it is low potential. 
  
DEC: 
 
I’m not aware of any that are planned for this area, and having said that, with the resource 
development going on throughout Alaska there’s probably some mineral deposits out there that 
in ten to fifteen years will all of a sudden emerge some parties, people find out more about a lot 
of them. 
 
EYAK PRESERVATION COUNCIL: 
 
The Eyak Preservation Council notes on their website that coal extraction from the Bering River 
is one such potential future source of mining development: 
 
The first step to accessing and exporting coal from the Bering River coalfield is to build a road 
across the Copper River Delta and through the Chugach National Forest. The proposed 55 mile 
long Carbon Mountain Road would not only traverse numerous wild salmon streams and 
untouched wilderness areas, but also bring pollution to the region and open up access to other 
areas for resource exploitation.  Coal extraction from the Bering River coalfield breeds 
disastrous implications not only for the Bering River region, but also for the entire Copper River 
watershed. For example, once access to the site is established, Chugach Alaska Corporation 
plans to clear cut approximately 8000 acres of old growth Hemlock and Spruce located over the 
mine. Although this land is privately owned, it places a scar in the middle of one of the largest 
national forests in North America and opens the forest for future timber and resource 
exploitation. The most devastating impact, however, is from the actual mining operation which 
requires large scale strip mining and mountain top removal. An assessment of the coalfield 
indicates a strip mining ration of over 20:1 meaning for each ton of coal removed, 20 tons of 
earth, gravel, and sediment must be stripped away.2 
 
 
Some informants stress that more attention should be given to spill response and maintenance of 
the Trans-Alaska oil pipeline.  Note that the quoted interviews below were conducted prior to the 
BP shutdown in the summer of 2006 because of pipeline corrosion problems.   
 
 
 
                                                 
2 Source: Eyak Preservation Council http://www.redzone.org/pages/bering_coal.htm 
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BLM: 
 
My biggest concern in this area is the Trans-Alaska Pipeline system and I mean that’s the 
existing development. And I think the on going maintenance is good but it’s being reduced 
because of budget cuts.  I do question the longevity of that system and I think their response 
drills are good, I think their crews try to stay on top of that stuff but it still that one of these river 
crossings would just be devastating and so that’s a concern. I can’t say that it’s something I can 
really definitively put my finger on but of all the impacts I see out there as an imminent threat or 
something down the road…cause we all know that thing is thirty years old and it’s been an 
amazing engineering feat until now. But I do think there’s wear and tear on that thing. 
 
BLM: 
 
Well, the biggest issue I think we have is that we have an oil pipeline that’s over…what, 20 years 
old?  Over 20 years old…30 years old, that’s right. Oh, my gosh!...Going right through and 
crossing over almost all the streams and rivers that drain into the Copper River and many of 
them travel very fast and I don’t know without talking to someone more recently on oil spill 
response, but it seems in the past…the timeliness of getting boom materials into the river has not 
proven to be adequate to stop the spill…And, when you’re looking about the vast amount of 
space and the limited number of people to respond in the area, I think that it would be…it would 
wipe out the fishery in seconds. 
 
AHTNA: 
 
I guess we have a real issue is with the pipeline that crosses our river and they, the State, 
Federal, they all say they’re in compliance, but we don’t feel like they are, and that’s as far as, 
where the pipeline crosses the river, it’s got a plan in place if it should, pipeline should bust or 
break and all these things should happen and they should be able to catch the spill before it gets 
too far away. But we just feel it’s not adequate enough…They have emergency response in place, 
it’s just like a little thing is, we know that the equipment is like in Valdez right now and so if 
there was a spill that’s on the Tazlina River…by the time they got there, they would have to 
probably be at the second point of response  instead of right at the first point of response. 
 
 
OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL VEHICLE (ORV) USE
 
Most informants identified ORV use as the most important threat to salmon habitat in the CRW 
today.  Problems identified were associated with stream crossings and subsequent siltation 
produced by ATV use.  Non-point source petroleum from motorboats is also of concern. 
 
USACE: 
 
Yeah, outdoor recreational vehicle use is I think has potential on small streams to be a big 
threat. People driving over…four wheelers and ATVs across streams and spawning gravels, 
happens all the time. And in the wetland areas the ATVs try to divert around the wet areas and 
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then they make deeper tracks and air photos really show the spider web of trails which…On a 
real small scale but a very high threat to whatever resources are being impacted up that little 
stream crossing. 
 
BLM: 
 
Informant: I guess just working I deal with trails and I see these first hand effects of the trail 
users and I myself use motorized vehicles sometimes, but I also walk at times when I know that 
my actions might effect negatively a part of the ecosystem. And I guess I just have a pretty large 
concern over the growing number of ORV users and you know where they might go and want to 
go and little or no enforcement of our rules or State of Alaska rules. And I guess that would be it. 
 
Interviewer:  What’s the most popular trail in that area? 
 
Informant:  Probably Swede lake.  Hands down Swede Lake would be. And especially this time of 
the year the hunting season, you can go out there at times and see anywhere from twenty to fifty 
motor homes all with trailer and tow and anything from the monster truck to four wheelers out 
there. 
 
DEC: 
 
Across Alaska, I mean ATV use has a lot of impacts that are going on that people were beginning 
to understand some of what the areas of the problems are. For one thing on the streams what 
we’ll be doing is we’ll flatten out the stream right there where the crossings occur and so what 
you do is you get a warming of water there, and then with global warming you have to be really 
careful about that there. If you have fish that are going to adjacent wetlands there and they’re 
using those wetlands as refuge during warmer temperatures there you’re going to get problems 
there that habitat is destroyed there. You’re going to get streams that were not, didn’t have much 
human use there, you’re going to get people going in there on the ATV trails well people using it 
are going to be impacting whatever chemicals there. It’s going to be changing, take changes of 
vegetation patterns there and all these things all causes chemical impacts and so it’s more of a 
route for, it spreads human activity, there’s more human activity within the watersheds and often 
within what previously been pretty protected watersheds, you didn’t have human activity in there 
and then you also just have some impacts from the trails themselves where they cross some 
streams or going into wetlands there…And it’s the scope I think of how many around there that 
when you fly over almost all Alaska now that’s just checkerboards of ATV trails around there. 
 
DEC: 
 
There is definite concerns about petroleum coming off of motorboats…it’s not, in terms of 
physical habitat, and most people think of plants and riparian area there, think of what they’re 
actually kind of a medium there they’re breathing in and going out there, it certainly is a 
concern, it’s localized and both in time and space that, like on the Gulkana River, petroleum in 
that water column which is—most people would not consider water columns habitat, most people 
think of the habitat as the stream side of vegetation… it’s definitely a concern on the Gulkana, 
it’s a concern on the Eyak River there, there’s probably some other waters in there that we’re 
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not aware of ‘cause we haven’t had information on there, that could be a concern, but so it’s a 
local…It’s a moderate threat, I would say a moderate threat in some specific areas.  
 
 
RIPARIAN DEVELOPMENT  
 
Informants also express concern over the effects of increasing riparian development: the public 
negligence in acknowledging minimum buffers and associated sediment and erosion control. 
 
ADFG: 
 
And minimum buffer number four, just because in development in this area, a lot of people aren’t 
aware of minimum buffers and they cut right up the stream bank. And other land use, I just relate 
that to current subdivision and some industrial development also where, for example, there’s 
development along Eyak Lake above areas where there’s beach spawning of sockeye salmon and 
currently within regulations. There’s no protection, where I’m aware of flows for upwelling or 
for beach spawners, it’s in a river or stream. And riparian development, that was a similar 
concern, I rated that a five, and sediment and erosion and control, currently with the 
subdivisions going in around Eyak Lake that’s been a problem over the last several years with 
the people putting in roads and then inadequate sediment control. 
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Manager Identification of Threatened Areas in the CRW 

 
Managers identified the following most threatened areas in the CRW due to land use activities. 
 

Table III-3.  Manager Identification of Threatened Areas and Reasons for Threat 
 
 

Org Threatened Area Reason for Threat
BLM Central Copper Private Development and Growth

Chistochina
Gulkana (6 responses) Road access; ORV Use: Headwaters of the Watershed; Hunting/Fishing
Gulkana (Middle Fork; Swede Lake) Where most spawning occurs; ORV Use
Klutina
Mentasta (2 responses)
Nelchina (2 responses)
Tazlina (4 responses)
Tonsina (4 responses)
Wrangell

USACE Chistochina Road Access, ORV Use
Copper Center Road Access, ORV Use
Glenallen Road Access, ORV Use
Gulkana Road Access, ORV Use
Klutina Road Access, ORV Use
McCarthy Road

USFS West Copper River Delta Road Access
USFWS Gulkana

Mentasta Lake
Mount Sanford

ADFG Bering Glacier Development
Copper River Delta Development
Klutina Development
Tonsina Development

DEC Eyak Lake and Eyak River Petroleum
Gulkana

DNR Gulkana
Nelchina Basin: Tazlina, Nelchina Recreational Mining, Commercial Mining, Recreational Use
Road System Areas 

AHTNA Chitina Dipnetting; Vehicle Use
Klutina River:  Brenwick-Craig Road
Mentasta Eagle Trail
Upper Copper: Above Gakona  
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Figure III-2  Managers’ Identification of Threatened Areas of the Copper River Watershed 
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The majority of informants identified the salmon habitat in the Gulkana region as the most 
threatened.   Most cited road access as the greatest danger to salmon habitat in any of the regions 
identified as threatened.    
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Figure III-3.  Threatened Areas and the Road System in the CRW 
 

 
Meghan Wilson 2006 
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IV. PROTECTION OF SALMON HABITAT UNDER FEDERAL AND 

STATE STATUTES 
 

Compliance Within Duties of  Managers’  Positions 
 
Managers were shown a list of federal and state statutes that were applicable to protecting 
salmon habitat within the Copper River Watershed.  See Appendix B and C for the lists of these 
statutes.  The managers were then asked to identify those statutes that they follow within the 
duties of their positions.  Managers identified the following as the statutes directed their duties 
most frequently: 
 
Federal Statutes 
 

1. National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 
2. Clean Water Act 
3. Wild and Scenic Rivers Act 
4. Protection of Wetlands Act 
5. Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act 

 
State Statutes
 

1. Protection of Fish and Game Act 
2. Catalog of Waters for Anadromous Fishes Act 
3. Environmental Conservation Act 
4. Alaska Coastal Management Program 
5. Water Quality Standards 
6. Land Use Permits 
7. Forest Resources and Practices Act and Regulations. 

 
 

Manager Ratings of Statute Effectiveness 
 
Managers were also asked to rate the effectiveness of federal and state statutes to protect salmon 
habitat.  The rating scale was defined as follows: 
   
1=Not effective  2=Minimally Effective   3=Benign  4=Adequate  5=More than adequate. 
 
Tables V-1 and V-2 summarize the results: 
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Table IV-1.  Numerical Ratings of Effectiveness of U.S. Federal Statutes in Protecting Salmon Habitat 
 

Nepa
Protection of 
Wetlands

Clean Water 
Act

Fish & 
Wildlife 
Coord Act

Wild Scenic 
Rivers Act

BLM* 5 3 3 4 3
NPS 4 3 4 3 3
USACE 4 4 0 3 4
USFS* 4 3 3 3 3
USFWS 2 0 2 2 0
ADFG 0 0 0 0 0
DEC 0 0 0 0 0
DNR* 3 3 3 5 3
AHTNA 1 4 3 4 4
EYAK 3 3 3 3 3
Avg Score 3 3 3 3 3  

 
1=Not effective  2=Minimally Effective  3=Benign  4=Adequate  5=More than adequate. 

 
 
These data demonstrate on average that from the perspective of resource managers, the federal 
statutes with which they work most closely have no direct bearing on protecting salmon habitat.  
Some state managers, however, see particular problems arising from overlooked areas in federal 
legislation and outcomes arising from implementation of legislation such as the Clean Water Act 
and Forest Practices Act.   
 
DEC:    
 
I had water quality standard I think is the one that I was looking there. That one, the water 
quality standards one I think that one of the largest holes in there is that  the Clean Water Act 
when it was first put forth, set out we’re going to protect the chemical, physical, and biological 
integrity of our waters. What the all the early emphasis on was for the first twenty years was on 
the chemical and in some extent,  the physical integrity of the waters, but more of the physical 
was like, some of the physical primary was like temperature and stuff like that but not habitat. 
The biological was pretty much ignored for the first good twenty years. What we see then in our 
standards is that there’s this real emphasis on chemical and some biological, people call foreign 
pathogens there, but not the biological integrity of the waters themselves or the physical like the 
habitat there, and we don’t have that, we don’t have any standards for habitat and fish and game 
either. Some states incorporate habitat standards in water quality standards, some of them 
incorporate it separately, but that’s I think where if you’re looking for some place where there 
could be development and more work there, there clearly is a need for that. 
  
ADFG: 
 
I guess Forest Practices Act is one place they could be improved. That’s a legislative 
improvement that would have to be made. In general we have a sixty six foot set back on a lot of 
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the streams are in this area are very dynamic so we have a sixty six foot set back from a stream 
where it currently is located.  The next year it might not be there at all. 

 
 
 

Table IV-2.  Numerical Ratings of Effectiveness of AK State Statutes in Protecting Salmon Habitat 
 

Environmental 
Conservation

Water 
Quality 
Standards

Protection of 
Fish & Game

Catalog of 
Waters Important 
… for 
Anadromous 
Fishes

Alaska 
Coastal 
Mgmt 
Program

Land Use 
Permits

Resources 
and 
Practices Act 
and 
Regulations

BLM* 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NPS 0 0 0 5 0 0 5
USACE 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
USFS* 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
USFWS 0 0 4 4 3 3 0
ADFG 0 0 4 3 0 0 2
DEC 4 2 0 0 2 0 4
DNR* 3 3 5 5 2 1 5
AHTNA 3 0 1 0 0 1 0
EYAK 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Avg Score 4 3 4 4 3 3 4  

 
*Denotes average responses 
 
The state statutes were also rated generally as benign or adequate in protecting salmon habitat.  
However, on average, the BLM rated state statutes as minimally effective in protecting salmon 
habitat.  
 
 
BLM on State of Alaska Water Quality Standards:   
 
I would go back to my statement on this state’s water quality and I think these statutes and laws 
as written are adequate. But the ability to monitor and to enforce is sometimes not. 
  
BLM on State of Alaska: 
 
I don’t think the State of Alaska really follows it, they kind of pick and choose maybe when they 
want to follow certain regulations and might look the other way on certain things. 
   
DNR on State Permitting Process: 
 
There were also individual concerns raised about the State’s permitting process: 
 
DNR: 
 
Well T21 for Federal highways administration has a process laid out in both Reg and SOP 
directive that requires pre-coordination and consultation, so the process itself is conducive 
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towards getting good decisions. I’m trying to think one that isn’t particularly….the MPDES 
permits from our perspective are largely developed in a vacuum. DEC does have the ability to 
certify them, but in terms of getting the other resource agencies pulled into discussions prior to 
the issuance of a draft permit, it really isn’t in place. And what I’m getting at here is, usually the 
best decisions are ones that are made in full consultation with adequate input before the fact so 
that it can be captured in a final approval. 
 
 

Impact of Historical Land Transfer Legislation 
 
Although on average, land managers generally view federal and state conservation legislation as 
either having little effect on salmon habitat management or as adequate in protecting it, 
interviews revealed salmon habitat management in the Copper River watershed today is largely 
guided by the legacy of the Alaska Statehood Act of 1958, Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act 
(ANCSA) of 1971 and how the mandates of these acts work in combination with those of the 
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) of 1980 and the Alaska Land 
Transfer Acceleration Act of 2003. 
 
Upon statehood in 1959, the State of Alaska was awarded over 100,000,000 acres of land to be 
selected and conveyed from federal holdings by 2020.  In 1971, ANCSA provided 44,000,000 
acres of land for Alaska Natives.  It also marked certain areas as conservation units and ineligible 
for Alaska Native selection.    The Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act of 1980 
(ANILCA) protected 100,000,000 acres of land in Alaska by designating them as National Parks, 
Wildlife Refuges, National Forests, and Wild and Scenic Rivers.  ANILCA also specified 
management plans addressing both access and subsistence issues. Most importantly for this 
study, ANILCA allowed the state to "top-file" or “over-select” on federal land by 25% beyond 
the entitlement under the Alaska Statehood Act which might be available for selection in the 
future but was not at the time the act was passed.  (Rogers, personal communication.)3

 
The Alaska Land Transfer Acceleration Act was passed in 2003 to facilitate the conveyance of 
State and Native entitlements by September 10, 2009.  Approximately 20 million acres of the 
selected lands currently managed by the BLM will be conveyed – approximately 14 million acres 
to the state and 6 million acres to ANCSA corporations (BLM 2006).4   
 
Figure IV-1 demonstrates how in the Copper River Watershed, many of these state selected lands 
coincide with the areas managers interviewed for this study have identified as those most 
threatened, namely the Gulkana region.  Manager interviews suggested that control over land 
and/or land ownership (land tenure) is a key element in determining how salmon habitat is 
protected in the watershed.   

                                                 
3 Rogers, Bruce.  (January 26, 2007).  Personal communication.  BLM Land Conveyance. 
 
4 Bureau of Land Management (Fall 2003).  BLM Alaska Frontiers.  “BLM Launches bold plans to finish land 
transfers by 2009.” www.blm.gov/ak/blm_frontier/back_issues/i90fall2003.pdf. 
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Figure IV-1.  Manager Identified Threatened Areas and Selected Lands 

 Analisa Gunnell 2007 



V.  LAND TENURE 
 

 
For the purposes of this study, we use the term “land tenure” as a broad social definition of 
control over land resources through agency jurisdiction, as an Alaska Native Corporation 
investment, or as private holdings.  The Alaska Statehood Act, ANCSA, and ANILCA all 
defined the way in which managers engage in management of land resources today.  In this 
section, we address land managers’ perceptions and decisions are also based upon a set of 
organizational values and the implications of the 2009 federal conveyance of state and Alaska 
Native selected lands under the Alaska Land Transfer Act of 2003 in the context of those values.  

 
Organizational Values 

 
Manager interviews suggested the existence of organizational “values” impacting how land and 
subsequently, salmon habitat was managed.  In the words of one Alaska State informant: 
 
You get into a whole myriad of interesting questions of management of lands under federal park 
values verses state values and policies.  
 
Managers’ statements and perceptions reveal that in each type of organization:  Federal agency, 
State agency, and Alaska Native corporation, land tenure is guided by their sets of values that 
can be summarized and described in the following orientation: 
 

Table V-1.  Organizational Values 
 

Organization Orientation of Organizational Values
Federal Agencies Protection of U.S. Public Resources and Alaska Native Rights
State Agencies Upholding Alaska Constitution in Resident Access to Public 

Waterways and Managing Resources on Sustained Yield Principle
Alaska Native Corps Sustainable Development for Shareholders  

 
 
 
Federal Agencies 
 
U.S. Federal agencies act in the interest of the protection of U.S. public resources as well as 
Alaska Natives.     
 
BLM: 
 
When we have the potential to do things that would necessarily be in the best interest of the 
watershed…we really try. 
 
 
 
 
NPS: 
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…we have government to government relationships with the villages of Chistochina, Mentasta, 
and also Yakutat also of course for the Copper River Basin.   
 
Alaska State Agencies   
 
Alaska State agencies act in the interest of constitutionally mandated protection of Alaska 
residents’ rights to access public waters. 
 
DNR: 
 
Federal values and the federal culture is different than the state values and state culture and they 
conflict a lot, especially in conservation units. 
 
There’s a constitutional mandate to maintain access for all Alaskan citizens to public lands of 
water so…we deal with that a lot. 
 
 
Alaska Native Corporations:   
 
Alaska Native Corporations act in the interest of sustainable development for their shareholders. 
 
AK Native Corporation land managers’ comments reflected a dual mission to seek development 
opportunities for shareholder investment and protect the value of their assets as well as uphold 
the cultural importance placed on environmental protection. 
 
EYAK: 
 
We want to keep our property at pristine state if possible.  And if there is a danger of solid waste 
or septic or those types of contaminants devaluing our properties then it’s a major concern. 
 
We have very environmental people on the board, people have concern with the environment and 
the protection of these properties…our board of directors is really is not interested in logging 
unless it’s environment friendly. 
 
BLM on AHTNA: 
 
They’re doing their gas exploration, they do some timber harvest, they’ve done some, a lot of 
mineral, material extraction, gravel pits and trying to develop campgrounds, so they’re not any 
worse than anyone else, they’re just trying to do what they can. But at the same time I’ve seen 
where they’re very protective of their lands, which can be great for the resource, because they’re 
trying to limit access or keep people limited to the 17 B easement so ATVs aren’t running all 
over the country. So they do a lot of good for the resource too. 
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AHTNA: 
 
There’s a lot of times I think that the public sees that the natives are just trying to get it for 
themselves and it’s not really like that. ‘ Cause when I hear our people talk they’re trying to 
protect the resource to make sure that it’s there now for everybody and also be there now, and 
twenty years, fifty years and so that it doesn’t get lost. 

 
 

Value Conflicts 
 
These organizational values seem to necessarily conflict with each other as they serve different 
interests. 
 
The following themes emerged from manager interviews regarding these conflicts.  They 
include: 
 

1. Federal and Alaska Native managers’ perception of the State of Alaska as lax: 
• On enforcement 
• In not listening to local knowledge 
• On problems with Murkowski administration subsuming ADFG habitat division 

under DNR 
2. All managers concerned about the impact of private holdings 
3. The implications of both ANILCA and the conveyance of land in 2009 under the Alaska 

Land Transfer Acceleration Act 
 
 
State’s Enforcement 
 
 AHTNA: 
 
Informant: Right now, I don’t know if you know, but like the Chitina dip netting area? Right now 
we have land down there, AHTNA does, and then Chitina Corporation does which are both 
Native organizations, and then state says that they have a right of way to that river and we’ve 
been trying to work—we used to have an agreement with the state, Chitina, and AHTNA, and we 
used to be able to manage that more effectively but state went ahead and did away with that 
agreement and basically said that people, you know, public could use the right of way. But 
there’s some restrictions to that right of way and they don’t, the public, if they don’t know, they 
won’t follow what those restrictions are and the state doesn’t really enforce them either ‘cause 
they don’t have the manpower to be down there. So I would say that’s the most heavily affected 
area as far land ownership and trying to protect the resources there. 
 
Interviewer:  So pretty much the state doesn’t enforce any of their rules or regulations? 
 
Informant:  Well, when they do go down there, you know they do, but there’s nobody there…It’s 
like we’re the ones trying to enforce and then the public would say “well this is state land, it’s 
public land, you don’t have to tell us what we can and can’t do on it.” 
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Interviewer:  So you would say that the federal entities are better listeners when it comes to 
concerns? 
 
Informant:  I don’t know if it’s just even so much better listeners, they’re mandates I believe are 
different than what the state’s is, the state is seems like it depends on who’s governor that time.  
 
 
Listening to Local Knowledge 
 
AHTNA: 
 
I feel like with the federal that they, if a small group has a concern, they listen to it, and they try 
to work to resolve that concern but it’s still trying to make sure everybody else is still happy with 
those changes, whereas the state, is like “we’ve got a concern,” I’ll give you example this last 
year we had a concern, because a number of fish on the upper Copper, the numbers had dropped 
and it wasn’t just the native people that were seeing this, the non-natives too. And it seemed that 
we got more attention from the federal government on it then we did from the state. 
 
BLM: 
 
Its interesting even in the 10 years that I’ve lived up here…they had previously thought that some 
of the tributaries didn’t have fish in them.  For years!  And they did studies and found out that ‘lo 
and behold’ there’s fish in these rivers…The other thing that I think has been good is…there’s 
been an attempt, at least, to listen to some of the elders of the community.   And while some 
people will do that and be skeptical about it…they tend to be the same people who will say 
(complaining), “I’ve lived here 30 years and haven’t seen what that elder is talking about.”  
Well, it’s like, that elder has lived here 60 years! 
 
A state representative feels that the state’s policy on managing its resources on a sustainable 
yield basis is a less political method of management, rather than what he terms management 
“overly responsive to anecdotal claims” used by federal agencies.  
 
DNR: 
 
They don’t have a sustained yield principle mandate to manage fisheries. The federal 
Government for subsistence fisheries does not manage on sustainable basis. That’s a big, huge, 
huge, huge difference. The State of Alaska is constitutionally mandated in Article Section 4  to 
manage on sustained yield basis, subject to preferences amongst beneficial uses. The federal 
government doesn’t have that, so, that to me is the biggest threat to our fisheries…the state 
believes that the Federal Subsistence Management system is broken because they’re overly 
responsive to anecdotal claims…and they aren’t managing on a sustained yield basis…resources 
that are not managed on scientific basis but are managed on political basis. And almost 
unbearably, greed will threaten the resource. 
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State Habitat Division Subsumed Under DNR: 
 
Many of the managers interviewed expressed concern about Governor Murkowski’s transfer of 
the Division of Habitat from the Alaska Department of Fish and Game where it was since 
statehood to the Alaska Department of Natural Resources Office of Habitat and Permitting in 
2003.  Murkowski moved the division’s responsibilities because of the perception of his 
administration that ADFG was too strict in its permitting process and therefore hindering 
development projects the state needed.  The managers interviewed for this study felt that permit 
requests for development would not be scrutinized as carefully under the new department as they 
were under ADFG.  (Note comments regarding the Governor’s administration are kept 
confidential without identification of speakers):    
 
Federal Employee: The state used to have a separate habitat division.  And then that habitat 
position was abolished and absorbed under DNR.  If, and the reason that’s important is if I or a 
development company wants to build a bridge, I have to get a Title 16 permit. And that brings a 
habitat conservation officer out or a biologist out and says we’re gonna tell you how to build the 
bridge, where to put the abutments and approve everything you do before you build that bridge.  
So, it’s very effective in habitat conservation for salmon. 
 
Federal Manager: Yes, when Fish and Game went to OHMP, certainly when Murkowski was 
elected, things changed. 
 
Federal Manager: The State’s got designated trails for people to drive their ATVs through the 
riverbeds’ designated crossings. Little disappointed by the state on the Gulkana River because 
their use end of the designation for the Gulkana River which defines activity of where people can 
do recreational activities. And prohibition, you know they really wanted to restrict motorized 
access, airboats fly all the way up the river which is unfortunate. So anyway, I get disappointed 
but ah, the state, the current administration doesn’t want to really, you know there’d be some 
motorized  people that would be offended by that. Start calling their legislators and the state 
doesn’t want to deal with it, so we’ve got to leave it as is and try and protect for the long term. 
 
Alaska Native Corporation Manager:  Governor Murkowski developed Alaska and made more 
jobs which is fine and great but you need to make sure you protect the resources when you do it 
and it seems like that wasn’t really happening. 
 
 
Concern About Private Holdings 
 
All three types of organizations: federal, state and Alaska Native, harbored concerns about the 
impact of private holdings on salmon habitat.  Some managers suggested that buying more 
private holdings would be an effective way of protecting salmon habitat in the future (see 
Chapter VII below.)   
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USFS:  
 
Well, just from the difference of philosophies…private land ownership is for profit quite often 
and for development.  So, just by nature of their purpose of owning  it would create more of 
threat to habitat… 
 
The Carbon Mountain area which is private ownership with the potential to develop it.  The 
potential would include a 30 mile road across the Copper River Delta flats and then we would be 
the…any out-flow from that, any sediment, any disaster management type things associated with 
that…we are all the downstream land managers of it. So, there’s an easement, a guaranteed 
easement that goes across National forest for 30 miles to access that site and then the actual 
development of it as well. 
    
 DNR:  
 
Because, if it’s private property we, the state loses a lot of, you know they don’t have the 
oversight and the management of the streambed, you know, if BLM, like Tazlina River, for 
example, there’s two townships in Tazlina River area that were conveyed to the Natives and they 
purported to convey, and I say purported cause they don’t really, it wasn’t theirs to convey, but 
they did it anyway on paper? So the natives think they own it and so you get into those 
jurisdictional conflicts, if they do something that may threaten that habitat, because they don’t 
need a permit to, you know, a miner is just hypothetical but somebody wants to develop—  
dredge it or do, you know do or do a placer operation there or something like that. We won’t 
have much control… you know…I mean, we don’t, we’ll have some oversight but we don’t have 
as much, we won’t have much leverage to enforce stipulations on miners but…So that’s the 
threat, the private property ownership is a threat. If it’s improperly conveyed and there’s 
jurisdictional, unanswered jurisdictional questions, there could be a real management headache. 
 
BLM: 
 
Well the only thing that I can say is as far as land ownership, you know we have some private 
properties, especially along the Gulkana River, and the Delta River. Some people on the 
Gulkana have airboats and jetboats…That would, that’s impacting, destabilizing the shoreline, 
ecosystems. And I think some, you know over on Delta we had some couple lodges up there, one 
for sale, I know that hazardous waste issue so in ten years it’s private property, depending on the 
owners themselves, how responsible and environmentally sound they are. What their ethics are. 
You know we have evidence of toxic waste, you know the solid waste is right next to the river. 
Certainly it goes into the ground water. 
 
BLM: 
 
My concern would be the private in-holdings on the Gulkana River System. And I mean I guess I 
have a fear that you could definitely see some sort of large scale commercial lodge on the river 
on a piece of private in-holding at some point in the…There’s a couple just up from Sourdough 
basically. I can’t give you exact river miles or anything but between Sourdough and the West 
fork of the Gulkana I believe are the two or three private in-holdings, private properties. A 
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couple may have some sort of lease restrictions or something that when a person dies that that’s 
it. But I know one that’s private and the guy has talked about and there are rumors about 
building a fishing lodge and selling it to a developer, something of that nature. 
 
 
 
ANILCA and Conveyance of Lands in 2009 Under Alaska Land Transfer Acceleration Act 
 
For many managers today, the legacy of historical land transfer acts in influencing the 
conveyance of selected lands in 2009 under the Alaska Land Transfer Acceleration Act passed 
by the George W. Bush administration in 2003, is central to their perceptions on the way land 
tenure will impact protection of salmon habitat. As noted above, federal and state agencies 
conflict over their differing land management strategies.  One state manager has concerns that 
one of the detrimental outcomes of ANILCA was the prioritization of national and Alaska Native 
interests over those of the state.   
 
DNR: 
 
DNR: …There’s so much land was set aside in conservation units with ANILCA and our State 
sovereignty, ANILCA was post statehood so we have sovereign state submerged lands that reach 
into these conservation units. So you got a conservation unit for example like Wrangell, St. Elias 
National Park that actually has, if it has navigable waters into it, the lands under those waters 
belong to the State. 
 
Interviewer:  Oh, okay, but then the Park Service manages them or? 
 
DNR:  Well, that’s the question. That’s the question...And the federal bureaucrats don’t like 
fingers of sovereign state lands, those tentacles of sovereign state lands reaching into their 
jurisdiction. So you get into a whole myriad of interesting questions of management of, you know 
lands under the federal park values, for example, verses state values and policies.  So those are 
really important issues that need to be resolved in order to managed for, like I said the federal 
values and the federal culture is different than the state values and state culture and they conflict 
a lot, especially in conservation units. So it’s a really important unresolved question and so, 
we’re filing, we’ve filed recordable disclaimers of interest in the Shizana and the Nabesna Rivers 
which are in the Copper River…So that’s state sovereign lands. As far as navigable waters, we 
gotta do everything we can to prove that the water is not navigable. Because I don’t want that, 
their rights undermined…For the reasons I have stated before, you know you have different 
philosophies and different values of their managing those lands and the jurisdictional disputes 
need to be resolved. Obviously the federal government under ANILCA manages fisheries, I’m 
really surprised that this is not on there because if you look at ANILCA does to, you know for 
subsistence management of fisheries, that’s a whole different value system. And they don’t 
manage it, that’s probably number one threat-ANILCA, it’s a huge thing and it’s huge…I would 
focus more on the threat of ANILCA, that in my mind is one of the biggest, by far, the biggest 
threats to our fisheries management is the usurping of sovereign rights as a state to manage our 
resources. 
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Federal managers are concerned, however, over the sizable amount of selected lands within the 
CRW and the impending transfer of management to the state.  Managers indicated that the BLM 
would invest more time and money in protecting lands they knew they were going to be 
“unencumbered” but they might be conveyed to the state within a year to two of 2009 and that 
prevents a lot of forward movement in improving management in this area.   
 
 
BLM: 
 
Well, there is not much that is on private land in the Copper River area.  Most of it is under 
BLM, state or Native Corporation.  However, state policies will direct the use of the river in the 
future. 
 
BLM: 
 
Most of the things that I see affecting the watershed in the long term is dependent on…land 
conveyances and whoever or...is also dependent on the political scene at the time. So, depending 
on who’s in…who is a governor that’s of the land that’s been conveyed to the state, or who’s the 
federal president of lands held in BLM…or who’s the main president or CEO of the largest 
native corporation, that I see as having the most impact as far as setting priorities for the land.  
 
BLM: 
 
Our area in particular, a lot of the land is state selected so we’re intra-managers for state land, 
it just hasn’t been conveyed yet. So hopefully the way we look at it, a lot of the policies and a lot 
of the stipulations or permits I issue, the State would look at, once the land was conveyed, 
hopefully have some guidelines, but if they’d be more federal and maybe a little bit stricter then 
the state, but I guess, keep going. 
 
 
 
This report identifies the 2009 conveyance of state and Alaska Native selected lands under the 
Alaska Land Transfer Acceleration Act as a central issue to the protection of salmon habitat in 
the Copper River Watershed.  Many of the threatened areas as identified above coincide with 
state and Alaska Native selected lands, and particularly state selected lands in the Gulkana 
region, the area identified by the majority of managers as most threatened.  Federal and Alaska 
Native agencies charge the State of Alaska with laxity in enforcement of regulations.   Whereas 
the federal agencies have the responsibility of protecting Alaska Native rights and providing an 
audience for AK Native concerns, the state has a responsibility to all of its residents in providing 
access to resources.  The state maintains that it manages its resources on a sustained yield basis.  
However, state managers also acknowledge that state agencies are not adequately funded to 
address the threats to salmon habitat within the CRW.  A DEC representative stated that the 
Copper River just isn’t on our radar.  He noted that state agencies have to spend their limited 
funding responding to imminent threats (i.e. on the Kenai River).  He would like to see more 
funding available for preventative type of care of watersheds rather than for damage control. 
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VI. TRENDS, PARTNERSHIPS, AND SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS IN SALMON 

HABITAT MANAGEMENT 
 
 
 

Positive and Negative Trends in Copper River Salmon Habitat Management 
 
Most managers interviewed noted that they notice more of an overall awareness of the 
importance of protecting habitat within their agencies.  Many managers are also interested in 
increasing levels of public education on the impact of human use of the CRW.  The most 
noticeable trend across many organizations is the recognition of an increasing amount of 
users of the resources of the Copper River Watershed. 
 

 
 

Table VI-1. Manager Identification of Trends and Issues in Salmon Habitat Management  
 

Organization Trends and Issues in Salmon Habitat Management 

BLM 1. Lack of pipeline spill response
2. More public interest in conservation today
3. More users/recreational users (2)
4. More control over solid waste (esp. Gulkana region)
5. More positive agency awareness of habitat issues, i.e. stream bank erosion
6. More young, energetic federal employees
7. More public education:  trails programs, monitoring ORV use

USACE State less effective in protecting resources under Murkowski administration*
USFS Agencies have learned more about the importance of managing riparian zones
USFWS 1. Technical side of habitat management getting stronger

2. Habitat loss increasing
ADFG More development around Eyak Lake area
DEC 1. More science used in decision-making, i.e. indices for biological health

2. Diminishing field presence; high turnover of fieldworkers
3. Increasing bureaucratization of management process 

DNR 1. More users because of growing AK population
2. Lack of manpower, i.e. for monitoring culverts
3. Need more tools in unorganized borough for managing riparian habitat 

AHTNA Different kinds of development have different impacts on salmon (rollercoaster analogy: some good, some detrimental)
EYAK More users

*Noted as a personal reflection and not representative of USACE  
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Partnerships 

 
Figure VI-1 and Table VI-2 below and demonstrate that partnerships are lacking between federal 
and state agencies.  The Eyak Corporation has no partnerships with the other organizations. 
When asked about inter-organization partnerships, one DNR manager described the state’s 
“adversarial” relationship with other organizations.  
 
Interviewer: Does your organization work in conjunction with any other State, Federal, or 
Alaska Native Agencies in managing the watersheds resources? And if so, can you describe these 
partnerships? 
 
DNR:  I wouldn’t call them partnerships, it’s more of an adversarial relationship…We’re the 
guys that basically litigate a certain defense. It’s more of a friendly adversary relationship than 
a co-management thing…And we’re asserting the accesses…I deal very extensively with BLM 
and native organizations most of the time. 
  
Most of the organizations cited relationships with villages, tribes, and non-profit organizations in 
working on salmon habitat issues.  As we discuss below under the section entitled 
“Improvements”, most federal managers suggest that there should be better partnerships 
established between organizations, and particularly between federal and state agencies. 
  
 

Figure VI-1.  Inter-Organization Partnerships 

BLM NPS USACE USFS USFWS 

ADFG DNR 

AHTNA EYAK 
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Table VI-2.  Organization Partnerships 
 

Org Partner Examples of Projects
BLM AK DOT Klutina washout

NPS Weed management
State of AK Consistency review with state & governor
AHTNA Uplands and Delta issues
Villages MOUs and native consultation required

NPS USFWS Receive funding from for Tanaina Creek and Long Lake at McCarthy Road
ADFG Provide funding for steelhead work in Copper; abundance surveys
Villages Government to government relationships

USACE DOT/AHTNA Klutina Lake washout
USFS ADFG

USFWS
USFWS Non-profits Copper River Watershed Project

Tribes Mount Sanford tribal consortium; install an ATV bridge to eliminate a stream ford on Sainona Creek
ADFG Eyak Village
DNR BLM

Villages Tyonek; adversarial
AHTNA BLM

USFWS Subsistence office
ADFG Mentasta Lake fish decline research
Tribes Mentasta Lake fish decline research

EYAK Villages  
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Improvements 

 
Table VII-3 below presents many specific areas managers identify for improvement in managing 
salmon habitat in the CRW.  The most frequently cited improvements include the call for taking 
a more pro-active, precautionary approach to addressing habitat concerns within the CRW.  To 
do so, managers feel that they need to strengthen inter-organization partnerships, engage in more 
public education, and increase enforcement.  
 

 
Table VI-3.  Managers Suggested Improvements for More Effective Salmon Habitat Management 

 
Organization Suggested Improvements for Salmon Habitat Mgmt in Copper River Watershed

BLM 1. Better coordination with state and strengthen partnerships with state
2. Buy more private inholdings
3. Determine how much fish is taken in subsistence
4. Increase enforcement and monitoring
5. Listen to local knowledge
6. More bank stabilization
7. More citizen involvement
8. Proactive stance in protecting habitat
9. Reduce trail crossings
11. Take precautionary stance with oil & gas develop
12. Work on problem of land ownership status and balancing user interests

NPS 1. Strengthen inter-agency communication and communication with public
2. Public education

USFS 1. Increase enforcement of regulations
2. Increase funding and staffing
3. Public education
4. Strengthen inter-organization partnerships

USFWS Precautionary, conservative approach to conservation
ADFG Improve Forest Practices Act to allow setbacks to account for stream movement
DEC 1. More emphasis on bio integrity of waters under Clean Water Act

2. State departments are insufficiently funded for precautionary work
DNR 1. Eliminate overhanging vegetation in riparian zone

2. Protect riparian habitats
3. Require riparian buffers on state land through legislation
4. State needs more staff 
5. Work on problems associated with ANILCA 

AHTNA More inter-organization partnerships to work on common goals
EYAK Responsible development in Copper River Corridor  
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Table VI-4.  Managers Most Cited Suggested Improvements 

 
Most Cited Improvements #Responses

Take a proactive/precautionary stance 6
Strengthen inter-organization partnerships 5
Engage in more public education 3
Increase enforcement of regulations 2  

 
 
 
 
DNR:  
 
If we’re going to try to protect the watershed pro-actively, and that means to try to prevent it 
from being damaged, rather than having to go back and rebuild it. We really need to take a 
holistic look at the watershed, at the connectivity of all the side channels, have adequate staffing 
to be able to ensure that that’s done, whether it be done by a state agency or as a collaborative 
partnership of private, local government and state and federal, but we need to do a better job of 
collaborating there and we badly need something to try to protect the riparian habitats. 
 
 
Finally, one manager identified Ecotrust’s role in perhaps facilitating the strengthening of inter-
organization partnerships: 
 
USFS: 
 
You know, I think what we could do that would help and Ecotrust could facilitate it…is have 
some, which they’ve been doing, continue to do on a large scale and a small scale is bring all the 
land managers together...I think they do an excellent job at the salmon workshop.  Which is 
huge.  There’s probably a hundred people there.  What would be equally as important is the 10 
person workshop of land managers…State of Alaska, National Park, BLM, Chugach Alaska 
Corporation, Native Village of Eyak.  Those would be the ones right off the top of my head.  
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APPENDIX A 
 
Land Use Activities Worksheet 
 

Name
Organization

Activity Check?
Agriculture
Bank Stabilization
Bridges
Cabins
Coal Exploration
Commercial Industrial Development
Commercial Recreation
Culverts
Dredging
Easement
Fill
Herbicide/Pesticide
Hydroelectric Power
Material Gravel
Material Personal Use
Minimum Buffer
Mining (Commercial)
Mining (Recreational)
Oil and Gas
Other Land Use
Outdoor Recreational Vehicle Use
Riparian Development
Sediment and Erosion Control
Septic
Solid Waste
Standard Buffer
Stormwater
Timber Harvest
Wastewater
Water Use  
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APPENDIX B 
 

Federal Statutes Worksheet 
 

Agency Legislation Reference

All federal 
agencies CEQ Regulations Implemeting Procedurs of the National Env 40 CFR 1500-1508
All federal 
agencies Environmental Quality Improvement Act of 1970 42 CFR 4371
All federal 
agencies Protection of Wetlands E.O. 11990
All federal 
agencies Floodplain Management E.O. 11988
FHWA Environmental Impact & Related Procedures 23 CFR 771

FHWA, ADOT&PF Transportation Efficiency Act for 21st Century (TEA-21) P.L. 105-178
FHWA Section 4(f), Department of Transportation Act of 1966 49 U.S.C. 303
FHWA Acquisition of Right of Way Section 1017, ISTEA
FHWA Bridges, Structures and Hydraulics 23 CFR 650
FHWA Procedures for Abatement of Highway Trafic and Constructio 23 CFR 772
FHWA Noise Control Act of 1972 42 CFR 4901
EPA, CE, ADEC Clean Water Act of 1977 33 U.S.C. 1251
EPA, CE, ADEC Federal Water Pollution Control Act (1972), as amended 33 U.S.C. 1251 -1376, ,
ADEC Clean Air Act, as amended 42 U.S.C. 7401
EPA, ADEC Safe Drinking Water Act, as amended 42 U.S.C. 3009f); P.L. 93-523
EPA Resource Conservation & Recovery Act of 1976 42 U.S.C. 6901
EPA NPDES Permits 40 CFR 122
EPA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation & L42 U.S.C. 9601
CE, USCG River & Harbors Act of 1899 33 U.S.C. 401 et seq .
CE Regulatory Program Regulations 33 CFR 320 - 331
FERC, USFWS, 
NMFS, ADF&G Federal Power Act Regulations 18 CFR 4
USFWS Bald & Golden Eagle Protection Act of 1940 16 U.S.C. 668-668d
USFWS Migratory Bird Treate Act of 1918 16 U.S.C. 703-712
USFWS, FHWA, 
NOAA, ADF&G* Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1934 16 U.S.C. 661-677e
USFWS, FHWA, 
NOAA Interagency Cooperation - Endangered Species Act of 1973, a50 CFR 402
NPS, BLM Wild and Scenic Rivers Act 16 U.S.C. 1271  
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APPENDIX C 
 

State of Alaska Statutes Worksheet 
 

Agency Legislation Reference

ADEC Environmental Conservation AS 46.03
ADEC Air Quality Control AS 46.14
ADEC Hazardous Waste - Solild & Hazarous Waste Management PraAS 46.06.021, 18 AAC 60
ADEC Wastewater Disposal 18 AAC 72
ADEC Water Quality Standards 18 AAC 70
ADNR Natural Resources - Alaska Land Act AS 38.05
ADNR/OHMP Protection of Fish & Game AS 41.14.870
ADNR/OHMP Fishway AS 41.14.840
ADNR/OHMP Catalog of Waters Important … for Anadromous Fishes 11 AAC 195
ADNR, DEC Alaska Water Use Act AS 46.15
ADNR/DMLW Water Water Management 11 AAC 93
ADNR/OPMP Alaska Coastal Management Program AS 46.40
ADNR/DMLW Lands Land Use Permits AS 38.05.850
ADNR/DMLW Lands Land Planning and Classification 11 AAC 55
ADNR/DMLW Lands Land Leases 11 AAC 58
ADNR/DMLW Lands Trapping Cabin Permits 11 AAC 94
ADNR/DMLW Lands Tide & Submerged Lands 11 AAC 62

ADNR/DMLW Mining Mining Rights & Mineral Leasing AS 38.05.135-275; 11 AAC 82, 86, & 88

ADNR/DMLW Mining Mining Reclamation 11 AAC 97
ADNR/DOA Grazing Leases 11 AAC 60
ADNR/DMLW, DOF Timber & Material Sales 11 AAC 71
ADNR/DOF Forest Resources and Practices Act and Regulations AS 41.17; 11 AAC 95
ADF&G Copper River Delta Critical Habitat Area AS 16.20, 5 AAC 95
All State agencies Administrative Adjudication (appeals) AS 4462.330 - 630  
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